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Planning to buy a new Mitsubishi car? You can go ahead with your plan at full go, but do not forget
to ask for Mitsubishi car warranty from the dealer you are buying the car from. Nowadays no
products come with guarantee, they come with warranty. It means that within the warranty period
there will be free service and free replacement of any part if anything goes wrong and out of order.
Therefore, with proper car warranty, it is possible to keep the car safe and secured for that period.
However, there are many terms and clauses that are included in the warranty. It is good to study
and understand all of them in details to avoid problems in the future.

At Mitsubishi, the employees are highly confident that all the cars are manufactured in the best
possible manner. Durability, reliability and quality are the three main factors on which the Mitsubishi
cars are manufactured. This is the reason that the company offers extensive warranties to
customers. There are various kinds of warranty offers that are there and customers can choose the
one according to their requirements. Therefore, now when you buy a Mitsubishi car, you can be rest
assured that you have an attractive warranty scheme protecting you from any kind of car damage.

Mitsubishi Extended Warranty

Extended warranty programs are also offered by Mitsubishi. In these kinds of warranty programs,
there is a contract with the Warranty Company and the owner. If there are any damages to your car
and it needs repairs, then the company that covers the warranty will pay for the repairs. However,
these kinds of warranties remain valid for a specific time period. With the extended warranty
schemes, you can be at mental peace that your car will be in the best condition. The extended
warranty is valid for fixed period of time. Earlier it used to be for 3 years or few thousand miles, now
the time has been extended to 5 years and 10 years and the numbers of miles are also extended
considerably.

Maintenance by Mitsubishi

Buying a car is a large investment. Therefore, once you make that investment, it is important that
proper maintenance of the car is done. There are various routine maintenance jobs that should be
carried out on your Mitsubishi car so that it remains in good condition. Some of the most common
maintenance jobs include oil checks and changes, fluids and filters, tire pressures, lights and so on.
With regular maintenance, the car remains in extremely good condition.

Mitsubishi Warranty Repairs

Any kinds of Mitsubishi car repairs should be handled by an experienced franchised Mitsubishi
dealer. If there are any parts that need to be repaired and replaced, then full reimbursement of the
parts is obtained from the dealer. In majority of the cases, no new parts are used. In case the dealer
will not be able to help with any kinds of repair works, other exceptions can be thought of.

On the whole, you remain protected regarding your car with Mitsubishi car warranty.
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Ashish Pandey - About Author:
Depending on the different car models, a Mitsubishi Car Warranty is provided accordingly. Warranty
is either given for numbers of years or for the total distance covered by the car.
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